
1. What is the meaning of pattern Yul-Gok? – Yul-Gok is the pseudonym of a great philosopher and
Scholar Yi I (1536-1584) nicknamed the Confucius of Korea. The 38 moves of this pattern represents
his birth place on the 38th degree latitude and the diagram represents the scholar.

2. What is jumping & flying in Korean? – Twigi & Twimyo

3. What is the difference between jumping and flying techniques? – Jumping is to gain height
and flying is to gain distance.

4. What is X-Stance in Korean & whats its purpose? – Kyocha Sogi, used as a transitional stance
to pivot and move quickly in any direction or stance.

5. What is Arc hand in Korean? – Bandal son.

6. What is Hooking block in Korean? – Golcho makgi

7. What is twin knife hand block in Korean? – Sonkal sang makgi

8. What is double fore arm block? And explain the difference between double and twin fore
arm blocks. Doo palmok makgi.

9. What is reverse turning kick in Korean and what part of the foot do you use for the
technique? – Bandae dollyo chagi, using the back heel, Dwit chook.

10. What is inward palm block in Korean? – Anuro sonbadak makgi.

11. Name 7 stances (apart from X stance) in English & Korean? – Walking stance (gunnun sogi)
Attention stance (Charyot sogi) Parallel stance (Narani junbi sogi) Sitting stance (Annun sogi) Closed
stance (Moa junbi sogi) L Stance (Niunja sogi) Fixed stance (Gojung sogi)

12. What the Korean for hooking kick and what part of the foot do you use for the technique? –
Golcho chagi, using the back heel, Dwit chook

13. What is three step semi free sparring in Korean? – Sambo banjayu matsoki.



14. Why does the Taekwon-Do belt only wrap around once? - One Taekwon-Do, one technique,
one Master.

15. Why do we learn Patterns? - The name, number of moves and the diagrammatic symbol of each
pattern symbolize either a historical event, a heroic figure in Korean history or instances relating to
historical events, these events are to be respected. Although the history is Korean, all people and
cultures can relate to the struggle and triumphs.

16. What is upward knee strike in Korean? – Ollyo Moorup Taerigi.

17. What is significant about the 38th degree latitude?


